ONE AT A TIME
by Maria King
Church Vitality Strategist for Northern Piedmont District

One conversation at a time. One story at a time. One room at a time. These three sentences describe how we spread the Gospel and how to begin the crucial process of community engagement. Learning from author Peter Block, I find building healthy and strong relationships is crucial to leading any group of people toward authentic and sustainable community engagement. ....

ASSET-BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) is an incredible learning tool. This process builds community and equips community to make sustainable changes toward restorative justice and transformation... More

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Christian Community Development Association brings saints together to learn best practices and innovative ideas toward community. ... More
Peter Block is a mentor and visionary toward building community. His books will equip and encourage your leadership toward authentic community...

Manna and Mercy: A Brief History of God's Unfolding Promise To Mend the Entire Universe is an excellent biblical exploration of how God's purpose for creation is authentic community...

Henri Nouwen's Reaching Out provides an authentic posture for the spiritual formation within an authentic community...

Getting to know the community that your congregation will focus on is a critical step in defining your mission. To start, work on getting answers to several key questions...

Developing Lay Leaders for Community Ministry
by Joy Skjegstad
Connecting with people and institutions outside the walls of the church isn’t a job for professional staff alone, says the author of "7 Creative Models for Community Ministry."